
big - bigger – the biggest.
easy - easier – the easiest.

clever - cleverer – the cleverest.

interesting - more interesting 
          – the most interesting.

good - better – the best.

Form the degrees of comparison



2013 

Theme:  My  school day

6 “Ə”  grade



Aim of  Lesson
  1) To improve skills of use in speech of lexicon 

on a theme of “School day”,”School”to 
develop speech skills;
2) To develop logic thinking, memory, speech, 
attention, imagination, culture of thinking and 
behavior;
3) To create favorable conditions for 
comprehension both realization of the 
personal and social importance of process of 
mastering by foreign language



  “My School day”

       The   5th  of  December



I  need …….



The Kingdom of Knowledge
Sounds 

Grammar

Speech

Education

Rest

Words



timetable, Tuesday, technology,
Information Technology

Art,

clever, nickname, mark, speak,speak English

Literature, uniform, school uniform,history

from,physical education

how, happy, homework, to do homework, history

subject,

spend, friend, help.

[t] -

[k] -

[i] -
[f] -

[h] -

[e]-



“My School day”
Reading

On Monday I usually get up at 7 o’clock and have breakfast. I go to school. 
On Monday I have 5 lessons. My school is large and modern. I have many 
friends.
The first lesson on Monday morning is maths. Mr.Brown, the maths 
teacher, collects our homework.The next lesson is French. I like French.
At last it is eleven o'clock: time for break. 
Then I go into the playground with my friends. We play football there.
After lunch we have a history lesson. The history teacher tells us many 
interesting things.
After school my friends and I usually go for a walk. I come home
In the evening I do my homework.I watch TV. 



1. My school  is……

2. Teacher  collects…… 
a)homework           b) pens             c) book

4.Teacher  tells …… things

a) old             b) good                         c) interesting

   a) old                    b) new                           c) modernc) modern

a)homework 

c) interesting

Fill in the right word



Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

English Russian Technology Science Music

Russian Art Technology Russian Maths

Maths Maths English History Russian

History I.T. Russian Maths Russian

 Science P.E. Maths P.E. English

Literature  Science

Timetable

  Kazakh School



Put  the verb 
into 

the correct form

Form the 
degrees

 of comparison

Give  the 
English 

equivalents 
for the following

Guess what 
lessons they 

are

Give the 
plural forms  

for the
 following nouns



There is
What? Where?

There is a chairin the room .

бөлмеде oрындық

Singular form 



"S" 

camera - cameras, chair - chairs, snake - 
snakes, parrot - parrots, doctor - doctors, 
apple - apples, spider - spiders

A cat cats

+ s



 + y,      ies

lady - ladies, city - cities, baby - babies

    
 (a, e, i, o, u) + y   S

boy - boys

butterfly

+ ies
butterflies



Plural form

There are chairs in the room .

Where? What?



What? Where?

there a chair in the 
room ?

бөлмеде орындық
?

Is 





Last  weekend my mother and  father (go) to the country.

I (be) at  home alone. I (play) computer games, 

(do) my homework. Soon  I (feel)hungry. But  there (be)

nothing to eat in the fridge. So  I (go) to the shop. I (buy)

lots of food.

went

was

did

played

felt was

went bought

Put the verbs into the correct form



1. Мен мектепке барғанды жақсы көремін.

2. Менің сүйікті пəнім- ағылшын тілі.

3. Біз дене шынықтыру сабағында жүгіреміз,секіреміз,
ойнаймыз.

4. Дүйсенбі күні бізде 6 сабақ болады.

5. Мен мектепке күнде барамын.

Give the English equivalents
 for the following:



school - 
dress - 
man -

child - 
language -

hobby -
lesson - 

Give the plural  forms



t metab e

sub ect His ory

un for inf rm tion.

Fill in the missing letters



Late
To finish
Often
Left
In the town

Seldom
Early
In the country
To start
Right

Find the opposites



At this lesson we learn how to use computers. 
( Information Technology)

At this lesson we study events in the past.
(History)

At this lesson we don’t speak Russian.
(English)

At this lesson we read books and learn poems by 
heart. (Literature)
At this lesson we draw and paint pictures.

(Art)

Guess what lessons they are



What is school for you?



Home worK:

Read the text “My school day”
Write sentences “There is/there are”





WELL   DONE!!!!


